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Abstract: The degree of departure from
perfect symm etry in organism s, fluctuating
asymmetry (FA), is seen in m ost populations of animals. It has particular impact on choice
of mate which lies with in the world of sexual selection. Here I consider a relatively little
studied aspect of sexual selection, i.e. the effect of FA on contes ts b etween m ales for
mates, based not on display ornam ent but rath er on agility seen in the m ating systems of
many insects. The model organism considered is the ubiquitous chironomid midge. In these
flies, mating takes place in th e air, so symmetry in the leng th of wings be ars directly on a
male’s aero batic ability on which successf ul mating dep ends. The role of parasite s and
predators in creating and responding to FA in the host/prey midge is considered.
Keywords: biomechanics; chironom id m idges; fluc tuating asymm etry; m ating f light;
parasites; predators; sexual selection

1. Introduction
At least sin ce the work of Isaac Newton (1642 –1727), physicists and chemists have grappled with
universal sy mmetry and its im plications for understanding th e nature of the universe [1]. It is only
recently th at biolog ists have become interes ted in symm etry per se and in departures from pe rfect
symmetry too [2]. The subject has becom e a m atter of intense interest and res earch and s everal
different kinds of symm etry breaking have been r ecognized in an imals. These in clude d irectional
asymmetry present, for exam ple, in m any of the inte rnal organs of m ammals and the shells of snails,
antisymmetry seen in the chelae (claws) of m
any crabs, and bilate ral symm etry in the ex ternal
appearance (m orphology) of m an, flies and many others [ 3]. It is the last of these that I wish to
consider here. W ithin populations of ani mals with an essentially bilatera lly symm etrical body plan,
minute deviations to the left or right are know as fluctuating asymmetry (FA) [4].
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For many years the evident near perfection in the m orphology of ani mals, seemingly beyond that
required by natural selection, has engaged my curiosity but has been in want of an explanation. So, the
mention of FA over lunch with Matt Ridley, som e years ago, imm ediately attracted m y attention.
Charles Darwin was struck by the sam
e point over 150 years before m e and wrote “beauty is
apparently wholly due to symmetry of growth” [5]. Not s urprisingly therefore, an aspect of FA that
prompted early interest was the striking symme try between the left and right sides of the hum an face.
There is evidence that the degree of symmetry here is readily detected by potential mates [6–8], which
places studies of FA firm ly in Darwin’s sexu al selection realm. Departure from perfect symmetry is
taken to be a m easure of instability during developm ent called developmental instability (DI). By this
is meant that the m ore closely perfect symm etry is approached, the m ore robust the organism in the
face of environmental or genetical stress during development [9].
Observations of such different animals as birds and insects have shown that the degree of symmetry
in sexual display ornaments such as the tails of swallows, and the ho rns of beetles is im portant in
choice of mate [10]. In this worl d of sexual selection, th e general rule is that fem ales choose males on
the basis of the qua lity of their s exual ornaments and since this in tu rn reflects the level of DI. FA in
sexual ornam ent is thought to be a reliable physical (phenotypic) measure of genetic quality. As a
consequence, in accep ting a m ale with high levels of sy mmetry in his orn aments, a fem ale gains
genetical benefits for her offspring. It is for these reasons that the evolution of ornam ent based choice
is favoured by sexual selection [11]. Hence, FA is widely used as a measure of fitness. The value of
such a readily measurable indicator of fitness will not be lost on a biologist . To quote Joseph Tomkins
and Leigh Simmons, “ rarely in biology has there been s uch an intuitiv ely attractive and b roadly
applicable proposition” [9].
Here I take a single tax on with which I am closely familiar–the ubiquitous chironomid midge, and
use this as a m odel organism with which to exam ine FA a nd its consequences for m ate choice and
mating success. I go further and consider how the
study of predators and parasites of the m idge
provided insights into FA in the functioning of an elusive and fascinating mating system. Chironomids
have adopted a swarm based mating system, reviewed by [12], and thus the biomechanics of mating on
the wing lies at the centre of their m ating behavior [13]. This contrast with ornament based mating
systems which have provided the main focus of rese arch on FA. My hope in choosing to consider the
mating system of chironom ids is to bring attention to bear on a widesp read but less studied asp ect of
sexual selection.
2. FA in Chironomid Midges
2.1. Some Background on the Biology of the Chironomid Midge
Chironomids are holom etabolous insects, which m ean that once they em erge as adults there is no
further growth. This has profound consequences fo r their biology and for th e study of their m ating
behaviour. For exam ple, as adults these m idges do not need to feed at all [14]–in short they have a
mayfly type of lif e-cycle. Here th e adult f unctions solely as a m ating and reproducing stage which
greatly sim plifies the testing of hypotheses concerning adaptation w ithin the m ating system . Further
simplification is due to the brief lif e-span typical of may-fly like anim als. I have suggested that, given
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this life-cycle constraint, the likelihood is that any particular m ale m idge would have only a single
evening in which to achieve a m ating. This is in marked contrast to m any other insects, including
dragonflies and dam selflies, and re sults in very different selecti on pressures on the m ating system .
Larger insects such as the latter two have receive d significantly m ore attention than the tiny midges.
Biologists working with larger insects appear not readily to perceive this life span related difference in
the mating system [15].
Once m etamorphosed as adults, m ale m idges typi cally aggregate in aerial sw arms numbering
thousands of individuals (Figure 1) [12].
Figure 1. A mating swarm of male chironomid midges above trees on a windless evening.

Females seek the swarms which th ey enter to e merge in tan dem with a m ale. The fertilized f emale
then departs on an egg laying flight. In such an
arrangem ent, sexua l selection appears to favor
aerobatic ab ility in the m ale [ 13], where acces s to fe males m ay i nvolve com petition for a favorable
location within the m ating swarm [16]. Hence anythi ng that perturbs aerobatic perfor mance tends to
reduce mating success and hence m ale fitness. It is for this reason th at asymmetries in the w ings of
adults, m easured as FA, and their consequences fo r flight perform ance, are a key to understanding
such a mating system.
2.2. Biomechanics of Mating Flight in Midges
Much of the work on perturbations of flight due to wing asymmetry in midges has been confounded
by the effects of body size which is i nversely related to flight perform ance [17], and therefore also to
mating success. As a consequence, m idges gaining in the m ating stakes tend to be both the smallest
and the most symmetrical. In an attempt to separate FA and size, measurements of both variables were
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made in common midge species, both from swarms and from mating pairs. The assumption here is that
males in m ating pa irs w ill b e succ essful at pass ing on their sperm while thos e in th e swarm are the
unsuccessful part of the m ale population. The assu mptions and precautio ns behind th is approach are
discussed elsewhere [18,19]. Results suggest that it could be the degree of symme try associated with
small size, rather than size per se , that accounts for the success of the sm all males [20]. It has been
proposed that this result is due to the aerodynamic effects of wing symmetry on flight performance; an
hypothesis supported by an experim ent where asymmetry was increase d artificially by adding droplets
of aerosol paint to swarm s in the wild. Untr eated swarm s provide a control treatm ent [21]. This
approach, involves that m ost powe rful tool in the suite of scientific m ethods-the experim ent. It is
promising but difficult in that context and requires refinement.
2.3. Parasites, Predators and FA in Midges
Parasites as a f orce shaping adaptive change in anim als had been la rgely over looked until the
ground breaking work o f Bill Hamilton and colleagues [22–24]. Here I attem pt two things concerning
infection by paras ites. F irst, I pres ent evid ence to show th at infection b y a parasite can incre ase the
asymmetry of the infected host
individual. Second, I will attem pt to show that both p arasites
and predators appear to use asy mmetry in the host m idge in dis criminating between individuals as
suitable hosts.
Evidence for the first of these is widespread. Studi es in m any animals, notably bird s and insects,
demonstrate that infection produces stress during developm ent so th at infected individuals tend to
express high levels of DI and
hence also high levels of asym metry [25,26]. The consequence is
impaired mating success and fitness. Am ong m idges, the phenotypic effects of parasite induced
asymmetry on m ating success have several layers. Th ese include favored spatial lo cation in a m ating
swarm [16], and biom echanical perturbations on flight performance due to wing asymmetry [20,21].
But where ectoparasites are present there is another effect–the physical location of an ectoparasitic on
the body of the host. Infection by ec toparasitic mites is common a mong insects where the parasite is
typically la rge re lative to the ho st (Figu re 2) . Paras ites can th erefore be predicted to cause
perturbations in flight due to load and drag affects [27].
Because m ales appear to depend largely on aer
obatics to achieve a m ating, an asymm etrical
placement of mites would be p redicted to be d amaging to the m ating chances of th e host m ale. The
survival of the parasite too, m ay be influenced by placement on the host. For ex ample, the fem ale
midge departs on an egg laying flig ht only after she has m ated, reviewed by [28]. Since m ites depend
on the f emale midge for transport to water where they complete their life-cycle, there may be f itness
benefits f or m ites to a rrange sym metrically o n the host so as not to in
terfere with host m ating
behaviour [27]. These predictions are entirely born out by the evidence. The degree of symmetry in the
arrangement of mites, the Symm etry Quotient (SQ), is a kind of second level FA which m ay be a
response to the prim ary asymmetry in the host or
to anti-parasite behaviour in the host, such as
grooming [27]. Neither the putative effect of FA on SQ nor host anti-paras ite behaviour has been
formally investigated.
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Figure 2. A male chironomid midge bearing three mites, two of which are asymmetrically
implanted. Scale line; 1 mm.

The second thing I wish to consider concerning the effect of parasite s is the effect of asymm etry on
choice by the parasite. Mites select host individual in the aq uatic pupal stage and s tay with them until
they em erges as adults , at which tim e m ites im plant [29]. So any preference for host based on
asymmetry, or its correlates, must be sought by the mite in the pupal stage. Findings suggest that m ites
tend to associate with the m
ost asymm etrical pupae and therefore carry
through to the m ost
asymmetrical adult. There are many consequences which differ in detail in the male and female midge,
fully discussed by McLachlan and co-authors [27]. One such is that adult male midges, but not female,
experience enhanced tu rn-rate in fl ight when c arrying an a symmetrical load. Th e possibility is tha t
flight instability im parted by the asymmetrical load involves an aspe ct of aerobatics that im pacts on
both mating success and predator avoidance in the m ale. An analogy to aircraft is appropriate; built-in
instability in flight correl ates in fighter air craft with rapid aer obatic response, particularly turn rate,
which is an effective maneuver in avoiding attack [30]. Following this line of reasoning, there could be
fitness benefits for the m ite on a m ale m idge with high SQ levels . But, asymmetry induced by the
presence of the m ite could also im pair the m ating chances of a male m idge. Furt hermore this could
have undesirable cons equences for the m ite on a fe male m idge because fe males will only depart to
water after mating. Thus the mite on an unmated female midge will be unable to complete its life-cycle
and hence have zero fitness. Implications of the finding that parasites may actively choose their host on
the bas is of FA has far reach ing consequences for predictions of individual probability of parasite
induced disease in animals including man [31].
Predators are a well known force shaping adaptation and FA in prey animals [32–35]. The predators
of midges show som e close parallel s to the effect of parasites. Fo r example, any asymmetry in wing
length might be expected to incr ease the chance of predation through impaired aerobatics in the prey.
This prediction has been tested on male midge swarms which are routinely predated by male dace flies
(empids) (Figure 3), searching for male m idges as nuptial gifts for their own females (Mclachlan, A. J.
and Ladle, R., unpublished data).
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Figure 3. A m ale e mpid fly (top) is providing a nuptial gift of a m idge (bottom ) to a
females empid (middle). (Photo by Funk, D. H. , Stroud Water Research Center, Avondale,
PA, USA. Reproduced with permission of the Royal Society, front cover, Phil. Trans, 2006, 361).

These predacious flies enter the m idge swarm and emerge clasping a male m idge. As expected, the
more asymmetrical male midges are preferentially captured. The effect of an asymm etrical placement
of m ites on the body of the host w ould be interesting in this context but wa s not followed up. As
expected though, the most symmetrical empids are most successful at capturing chironomids.
3. Conclusions
I here draw out the two aspect of FA in sexual selection that would bene fit from som e emphasis.
The them e that runs th rough this review is th at m ating success with in m any m ating system s m ay
depend, not on quality of sexual disp lay, but rather on biom echanical proficiency which in turn hinges
of FA. The example I draw attention to is the common chironomid midge, which mates on the wing in
aerial mating swarms seen also in m any other in sect species [12]. Aeroba tic ability lies a t the core of
such mating systems that operate in a three dimensional medium, seen also in many species of fish and
animals m ating in an arboreal space, such as sim
ians [36]. I exclude work on FA in bird flight
aerodynamics e.g. [37], because, as fa r as I am aware and with th e possible exception of swifts, birds
do not m ate on the wing. The findings I present have wide application to unders tanding an aspect of
sexual selection where FA affects the biomechanics of m ating. This largely neglected type of m ating
system will reward attention, pa rticularly because technology, in the form of high-speed video
recording equipm ent, offers a tool for close obs
ervation of acrobatics in the wild [13,38]. The
emphasis on the biomechanical consequences of FA in an aerial mating system is not meant to exclude
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other poss ible effects s uch as direct visual mech anisms, which are known to be im portant in the
biology of some insects [39].
I point up a second largely overlooked aspect of FA, th at is its effect on the susceptibly to parasites
in host animals. The im plication of this finding m ay prove applicable to a wide range of parasites and
host species including m an. I refe r to the po ssibility tha t it m ay be possible to predict w hich
individuals within a population are vulnerable to infection as a consequence of phenotypic asymmetry.
This possibility feds into current attempts to target medical treatment based on ind ividual peculiarities
which may be reflected in the individual’s level of symmetry which in turn reflects individual genomic
characteristics, reviewed by [40,41].
It has not escaped my attention that there must be strong selective forces at work on FA between the
host and its attem pts to m ate and re produce on the one hand and FA in its parasites and predators on
the other. T hus FA is at the cen tre of a potentia l evolu tionary arm s race of th e kind beau tifully
encapsulated in the Red Queen Hypotheses [42].
Some caution is requ ired in inte rpreting the fitness consequences of FA. There are severa l reasons
for reach ing this conclusion bu t prom inent am ong th em is the characterist ically sm all size of
departures from prefect symm etry in phenotypic characters. This p roperty of F A leads to both
measurement and statistical difficulties. I do not dwell on these but the whole matter is masterfully and
comprehensively explored by Polak and colleagues [ 43], to whom the reader is directed. The sam e
authors show that the study of FA l ays a solid f oundation for a burgeoning new field of endeavor in
evolutionary biology.
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